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Impact Forecasting Risk Matrix

WMO-1150 Guidelines on Multi-hazard Impact-based Forecasting and 
Warning Services



Tropical Cyclone Warning in Hong Kong
Social Impact / Actions Severity Certainty Urgency

T1 Standby Moderate Possible Future

T3 No school for kinder-garden Severe Observed Immediate

Pre-T8 All going home Severe Likely immediate

T8 No school and work Severe Observed immediate

T9 No subway Severe Observed immediate

T10 Stay at safe place Extreme Observed immediate



Mapping to the hypothetic risk matrix

Observed T3, T8, T9 T10

Likely Pre-T8

Possible T1

Unlikely

Minor Moderate Severe Extreme

Immediate

Expected

Future

Past

Instead of whether to take action, it should be how 
imminence the action has to be taken.



Other Examples



Other Examples



Proposal

u In the IBF scheme, instead of providing information on how likely 
responses are to be taken (viz. Be aware for yellow; Be prepared for 
orange; Take action for red), it could be revised to reflect the 
imminence of the responses to be taken.

u In the context of providing early warning in extreme weather 
forecasting, it may be beneficial to provide information for taking 
actions as early as possible to mitigate potential severe impacts.
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Forecasting considerations – Early warning approach

As Mangkhut is a fast
moving storm with a large
circulation, the Standby
Signal No.1 was issued at
22:20 pm (HKT) on 14 Sept
2018 when Mangkhut was
still about 1110 km from
Hong Kong800 km

Forecast track issued at 09UTC 14 Sept



Urgency



High-Priority Alerts

u Implication:  Alerts coded with <urgency> as “Future” are NOT treated as high priority alerts.

u Sounds reasonable for hazards like tornado, tsunami, etc.

u ... but perhaps not for some meteorological and hydrological hazards





Discussions
u A dilemma of “early” warnings with “Future” in the <urgency> field not being 

treated as  ”High-priority” alerts

u Urgency is context/hazard specific

u Possible way-outs

u CAP to revise the definition of code values for <urgency>

u Revise the definition of “High-priority Alerts” to accommodate the need of WMO 
community

u WMO community to define “High-priority Alerts” for dissemination of 
meteorological and hydrological related alerts



“AllClear”

u In an “AllClear” alert, it is probably that the code value of <severity> will not 
be ”Extreme” and “Severe” and thus not treated as High-Priority Alert.

u Thus, users will probably not able to recognize a high-priority alert is cleared 
as quick as the alert is issued or updated.



Event Field Usage

u Event should be a hazard (e.g. flood, heavy rain, etc., not the name of the bulletin) that 
will affect the recipients who are located at the area where the alert is targeted.

u The hazard mentioned in the Event field may sometimes be the classification name of a 
meteorological system (e.g. tropical cyclone) when the general public is accustomed to 
associate the meteorological system in question (e.g. tropical cyclone) with hazards 
(gale, heavy rain).

u The use of meteorological system name in the Event field is to help conveying alerts to 
users about the multi-hazard nature of the system (e.g. tropical cyclone may bring gale, 
heavy rain, storm surge, …).

u It should also avoid adding impact information in the Event field (e.g. “Red” heavy rain, 
”Minor” flood, etc.).  The Headline field may be used to conveyed a complete warning 
message to users, e.g. Red rainstorm warning will be effective …, Minor flood is expected 
over the …, etc.)



Moving System – e.g. Tropical Cyclone

u However, it may not be desirable to use CAP to provide warnings to multiple 
locations at different time on a meteorological system that moves from one place 
to another (e.g. coding warnings based on the forecast track of a tropical cyclone).



Use of Description and Instruction Fields 
to Convey Impact
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